Agenda Item 1: Open Continued Public Hearing To
Now Consider The Merits Of Crown Castle’s 2
Applications for Wireless Facilities on Wood Utility
Poles in the Public Right-Of-Way(H30, H32); and to
Direct Staff On Preparation of a Decision Resolution
Regarding Those Applications

City Council
Town of Hillsborough
June 12, 2021

Overview

• Why Are We Here?
• Town Application Review Team
• Hearing Schedule & Procedures Adopted May 20
• Staff Presentation

Why Are We Here?
•

Federal law prohibits any moratoria on processing WCF applications

•

Wireless industry argues that Town cannot simply prohibit placement of
wireless facilities in the public right-of-way under Public Utilities Code

•

Wireless is a “permitted use” in the Town per HMC Section 15.32.030,
including in the public right-of-way

•

To honor the settlement agreement – merely intended to allow for
consideration. The settlement does not dictate the result of this hearing;
the Town’s wireless regulations and the evidence do.

Town Application Review Team
Consultant Team
Gail Karish and Joseph Van Eaton – Telecommunications Partners, BB&K
Lee Afflerbach and Michael Afflerbach -Columbia Telecommunications
Corporation (CTC)
Town Staff
Paul Willis P.E – Director Public Works/City Engineer
Sarah Fleming – Director Building and Planning
Natalie Gribben P.E – Senior Civil Engineer
Adam McClure- GIS Coordinator

Hearing Schedule Adopted May 20
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thursday, May 27 - 5pm Hearing (Steel pole sites in ROW: H05, H07, H08,
H19, H20, H21, H28, H31)
Thursday, June 3 – 5pm Hearing (Cont. steel pole sites in ROW)
Saturday, June 12 – 9am Hearing (Wood pole sites in ROW: H30, H32)
Thursday, June 17 – 5pm Hearing (Town Owned Property sites: H02, H12,
H27)
Saturday, June 19 – 9am Hearing (Cont. Town Owned Property sites if
needed);
Monday, June 28 – 5pm Hearing (adopt resolutions of decision for all sites)

Hearing Procedures
•

Staff presentation (15-20 minutes) (Council may ask clarifying questions)

•

Open the continued public hearing
•

Applicant speaks first (15 minutes)

•

Public comment (up to 3 minutes per speaker)

•

Applicant rebuttal time (5 minutes)

•

Close the public hearing

•

Council is free to deliberate, discuss and direct staff

Staff Presentation

Wireless Facilities on Wood Utility Poles in the Public Right-Of-Way
(H30, H32)

Determinations and Findings
Gail Karish- Partner BB&K

Completeness Determination
• City Council must determine whether any of the applications should
be disapproved due to incompleteness under HMC Section
15.32.080(B) or alternatively whether they have met the
requirements under HMC Section 15.32.080(A) to be considered for
decision on the merits
• As noted in Staff Report, Staff’s assessment is that all the conditions
have been met to take action on the applications

Findings on the Merits
• For these applications for WCFs in the public right-of-way, one
application (H30) qualifies as a small wireless facility and the other
(H32) does not
• For H30, HMC Section 15.32.080(H) applies
• For H32, HMC Section 15.32.080(C) applies
• Note: an approval requires a CEQA determination

Findings on the Merits (H30)
•

Under HMC Section 15.32.080(H), the application shall be approved if the
Council finds:
a. The facility is not detrimental to the public health, safety, and welfare;
b. The facility complies with this chapter and all applicable design and development
standards; and
c. The facility meets applicable requirements and standards of state and federal law.

•

In making these findings, Council should consider Staff’s analysis of the
applications as compared to the design standards. Council must also
consider Crown Castle’s effective prohibition claims.

•

Comments and evidence focused on these three findings will be most
valuable

Findings on the Merits (H32)
• For H30, under HMC Section 15.32.080(C), in determining whether
to grant, deny or condition this application, the City Council may
consider the nine factors listed in that section, and such other
matters as the City Council may be entitled or required to consider as
a matter of law
• Comments and evidence focused on the nine factors will be most
valuable

Findings on the Merits (H32)
•

HMC Section 15.32.080(C) factors:

•

1. Whether the WCF and support structure additions and modifications proposed are
consistent with the general plan and will not adversely affect the policies and goals set
forth therein or alter the rural character of the community;

•

2. Except where the town is prohibited from considering it by law, whether the
applicant has shown that denial of the proposed WCF would result in an effective
prohibition of personal wireless services or telecommunications services, or that denial
is otherwise preempted by state or federal law;

•

3. Whether the WCF and support structure modifications and additions proposed,
comply with the design standards herein, and other applicable provisions of the code
and in applicable city council resolutions;

Findings on the Merits (H32)
• HMC Section 15.32.080(C) factors (cont’d):
•

4. Whether the WCF and support structure modifications and additions
proposed comply with applicable safety codes and laws (including without
limitation the ADA);

•

5. Whether the WCF and support structure modifications and additions
interfere with the public's use of rights-of-way, or create undue risks to persons
or property;

•

6. Whether the applicant has made the required affirmation regarding
compliance with the FCC's RF regulations, as the same may be amended;

Findings on the Merits (H32)
• HMC Section 15.32.080(C) factors (cont’d):
•

7. Whether the applicant is authorized to file the application;

•

8. Whether the applicant has or will have necessary local, state or federal
regulatory approvals required in connection with the WCF (including but not
limited to necessary CEQA approvals, if any; and approvals for utility box
design under the HMC, or for structures on private property under Section
2.12); and

•

9. Whether alternative designs or locations would be more consistent with the
general plan and otherwise minimize the impact of the WCF and support
structure modifications and additions required.

Town Staff Analysis
Paul Willis P.E – Director of Public Works/City Engineer

Review process
Review of work proposed in the public right of way is a function of the Towns engineering
department.
Town staff utilize current Engineering Standards, State Standards, Roadway Standards, and most
importantly the Hillsborough Municipal Code for guidance.
Staff time is charged against the application(s) per published fees and charges
Wireless Communication Facilities : Chapter 15.32 and Policy No. 19-01.
• Technical review regarding RF signals and coverage by CTC
• Legal review provided by BB&K.
• Town staff completed our review independently using the completed applications, existing
information available to us(GIS, utility data, record maps) and performed site inspections.
• Town staff did not meet or contact Crown Castle regarding the contents of their
applications except the written communications as shown on Applications web page.

15.32.070 - Design standards
The location for a WCF should take into consideration the
following preference order with (1) being the highest
preference:

1.Public Property

2.Existing Utility Poles

3.Existing Structures or Wireless Towers
on nonresidential private property

4.In the Right of Way or on Private
Property

Node:
H30M1

Node:
H30M1

Comments review
H30

C2

Any antenna(s) proposed to be installed on an existing wood utility pole must be installed
directly above the pole within a canister style shroud or radome, unless the applicant
demonstrates with objective, fact-based evidence that a top-mounted antenna would be
technically infeasible.

E3

Shall not, with respect to its pole-mounted components, protrude from the surface of the
pole more than 18 inches.
All accessory equipment installed above ground level shall not cumulatively exceed:
(a) nine cubic feet in volume if installed in a residential district; or

V= 10.27 ft3

E7

E9

[(b) 17 cubic feet in volume if installed in a non-residential district. The volume calculation
shall include any shroud, cabinet or other concealment device used in connection with the
accessory equipment. The volume calculation shall not include any equipment or other
improvements placed underground.]

Shall use flat-rate electric service or other method that obviates the need for a
separate above-grade electric meter. If flat-rate service is not available, applicants may
install a shrouded smart meter. The city manager shall not approve a separate
ground-mounted electric meter pedestal.

Comments review
H30

F3

Be installed flush to the pole to minimize the overall visual profile. If any applicable health
and safety regulations prohibit flush-mounted equipment, the maximum separation permitted
between the accessory equipment and the pole shall be the minimum separation required by
such regulations, but in no event more than 4 inches from the pole. Any gap between
pole-mounted equipment and the pole must be covered by opaque panels (or
"wings") that are integrated into the equipment shroud and conceal the gap.

F5

Not involve external conduits or risers. All cables, wires and other connectors must be
routed through conduits within the pole, and all conduit attachments, cables, wires and
other connectors must be concealed from public view. To the extent that cables, wires and
other connectors cannot be routed through the pole, applicants shall route them through
a single external conduit or shroud that has been finished to match the underlying
support structure.

F6
F7

Shall be centered on the pole and no wider than 1.5 times the diameter of the pole.
22” >16”
Shall be mounted so that the lowest portion of the lowest attachment is no less than eight
feet above the established grade.
7’ to bottom of meter

Node: H30M1
Original Submittal
(dated 9-28-17)

Node:
H32

Node:
H32

Comments review
H32

E6

Shall not be permitted with any individual antenna that exceeds three cubic feet in
volume or any antennas that cumulatively exceed six cubic feet in volume. The volume
calculation shall include the antenna, any radios physically integrated with the antenna, any
mounting hardware and any shroud or radome.

E17

Shall be placed at least 15 feet away from any intersection, alleyway, driveway or
established pedestrian pathway to a residential structure appurtenant to the public rights-ofway.

V=4.7 ft3

Comments review
H32

F3

Be installed flush to the pole to minimize the overall visual profile. If any applicable health
and safety regulations prohibit flush-mounted equipment, the maximum separation permitted
between the accessory equipment and the pole shall be the minimum separation required by
such regulations, but in no event more than 4 inches from the pole. Any gap between
pole-mounted equipment and the pole must be covered by opaque panels (or
"wings") that are integrated into the equipment shroud and conceal the gap.

F5

Not involve external conduits or risers. All cables, wires and other connectors must be
routed through conduits within the pole, and all conduit attachments, cables, wires and
other connectors must be concealed from public view. To the extent that cables, wires and
other connectors cannot be routed through the pole, applicants shall route them through
a single external conduit or shroud that has been finished to match the underlying
support structure.

F6
F7

Shall be centered on the pole and no wider than 1.5 times the diameter of the pole.
22” >16”
Shall be mounted so that the lowest portion of the lowest attachment is no less than eight
feet above the established grade.
7’ 6” to bottom of meter

Alternatives H32
935 Chiltern setback = 41.3’

236 Ridgeway setback = 49.1’

Island at intersection of Chiltern/Ridgeway
Proposed pole communications lines

Guidance on Evaluating Crown Castle’s
Effective Prohibition Claim
Joseph Van Eaton – Partner BB&K

Ninth Circuit Test
• Significant gap in service determination
•
•

is applied to each carrier’s service
is a fact-specific inquiry assessing the nature and character of the area or the number of
potential users in the area who may be affected by the alleged lack of service, e.g. whether
facilities are needed to improve weak signals or to fill a complete void in coverage;
whether the gap covers well-traveled roads; whether a gap poses public safety risk.

• Least intrusive means determination
•
•
•

considers available and technically feasible alternatives
is applied in light of the local standards for placement of wireless facilities.
includes not only the specific design standards, but the generalized tests for determining
the least intrusive alternative where application of one design standard may result in a
conflict with others, or with the HMC.

FCC’s 2018 Materially Inhibits Test
• Aesthetic and undergrounding standards are permissible if they are “reasonable” and
“published in advance.”
• Reasonable means “technically feasible and reasonably directed to avoiding or
remedying the intangible public harm of unsightly or out-of-character deployments…”
• Technically feasible presumably means it is possible to satisfy the standard while
remaining in compliance with other applicable laws and regulations. It also arguably
means that it is possible to comply with the standard without a substantial effect on the
provision of personal wireless services – a “material impairment.”
• The FCC Order suggests: “This test is met not only when filling a coverage gap but also
when densifying a wireless network, introducing new services or otherwise improving
service capabilities.”
• Whether this standard applies to facilities that are not small wireless facilities is an
open legal question

Crown Castle’s Effective Prohibition Claim
• in its application submittals, Crown Castle has taken the position that the
relevant standard is the FCC’s material inhibits standard (See Application
Exhibit 4.12), but it has chosen to support its claims of effective
prohibition through coverage maps
• under both effective prohibition standards, it is fair to consider whether
Crown Castle has shown that there is a gap in service; and whether it has
shown that the means it has chosen complies, as far as feasible, with the
Town’s design standards.

Crown Castle’s Effective Prohibition Claim
• CTC’s evaluation of Crown Castle’s coverage maps:
•

•

For five of the facilities (H07, H12, H21, H27, and H30), we are unable to conclude that
Crown Castle has met its burden of showing there is a service “gap” that requires
approval of the applications. This assessment is based on the existing application
materials and may change if the applicant were to provide more information to support
its claim that there is a service “gap” that requires approval of the applications (which
could be dropped calls, failures to connect, or other information).
For eight of the proposed facilities (H02, H05, H08, H19, H20, H28, H31, H32), applying
industry standards, levels of coverage would not generally support in-vehicle or in-home
coverage, and absent other information, this does support a claim of service gap.

• CTC also found Crown Castle has not shown that it is infeasible to comply with
the design standards.

•

Staff presentation (Council may ask clarifying questions)

•

Open the continued public hearing
•

Applicant speaks first (15 minutes)

•

Public comment (up to 3 minutes per speaker)

•

Applicant rebuttal time (5 minutes)

•

Close the public hearing

•

Council is free to deliberate, discuss and direct staff

